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KULDIP JOSHI ARVIND PROJECT REPORT - Free download as Word Doc The group took over the then sick
company Ahmedabad Laxmi Cotton Mills Co.

This card is also received from the merchandiser. Objective: Tests are done on the fabric and trim to know
their properties, strengths and reaction towards certain chemicals shown in figure5. The first manufacturing
company of the Lalbhai 2 family Saraspur Manufacturing Company was established in which was into
producing cotton yarn. This card also contains the before and after wash swatches and shade bands of the
fabric. The major contribution of Sanjay Lalbhai has been that of overall transformation of the Group culture
by induction of highly skilled and qualified professional managers. There could be no better time, concluded
the Management, for a rethink on strategy. Auditors Report Arvind Limited started in the year  Polythene
liners, Discarded containers are disposed off to the respective buyers. Sample Card: Swatch and sample cards
being the same, contains the defect details that are present in the fabric. This chart contains various details
regarding the shades of the fabric. We employ state of the art technology and equipment to provide
unparalleled services for water, wastewater treatment and recycling projects. Arvind launches its first major
Real Estate projects. Shantidas is known to have even financed the mighty Moghul empire and was the first to
be conferred with the title of Nagarsheth. With 52, ring spindles, doubling spindles and looms it was one of
the few companies in those days to start along with spinning and weaving facilities in addition to
fullâ€”fledged facilities for dyeing, bleaching, finishing and mercerizing. An inâ€”depth analysis of the world
textile market proved an eye opener. The washed fabric is placed on 45 degree and D65 light source is applied.
Arvind Brandsâ€” Arvind is amongst a few organizations worldwide with a portfolio of brands that are as
distinctive and relevant across diverse consumers. In case of imported accessories, the production lead-time is
weeks and the transit lead time is days for air and days for sea. The process of expansion and the initiative of
restructuring of the Group however was led by the third generation of Lalbhais under Sanjay and Sunil,
grandsons of legendary Kasturbhai Lalbhai. During the intensifying Swadeshi movement the second company
Raipur Mills was established in  Trims Merchandisers are in charge of purchasing the trims. Fabric relaxation
is not done here. The merchandiser sends the Purchase order PO sheet to the fabric store head. Voiles: Arvind
has been well poised as a leading manufacturer of super fine fabrics in India. People the world over were
shifting from synthetic to natural fabrics. The fabrics are sourcing from Ahmadabad basically. The laboratory
generally keeps in touch with three major departments. Design, Innovations and Sustainability have been its
core competency and have played a key role in its success. They are: Shade Band Approval: This chart is
received from the merchandiser. Technical Excellence has been achieved through: 1 Investments in
state-of-the-art European Technology. It offers mega brands at amazingly low prices and provides a retail
experience of a highâ€”end department store. Shade Test: Shade grouping is done. Like for making Levis
garments, the fabrics must be stored in racks. Arvind has carved out an aggressive strategy to verticalize its
current operations by setting up worldscale garmenting facilities and offering a oneâ€”stop shop service, by
offering garment packages to its international and domestic customers. The list of tests that the sourcing
department generally asks for are as follows. Then, same samples are stitched together in the form of tube.
This report gives the details as to the which trims are to be received, the consumption per garment, the
required qty, the qty ordered, the qty received and the balance left to receive.


